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Introduction: Presolar graphite grains from the four Murchi-

son separates, KE3 (1.65–1.72 g/cm3), KFA1 (2.05–2.10 g/cm3), 
KFB1 (2.10–2.15 g/cm3), and KFC1 (2.15–2.20 g/cm3) [1] have 
been extensively studied [2-4]. Isotopic, elemental, and morpho-
logical features of presolar graphite depend on density. We have 
compiled data on ~1,700 graphite grains extracted from Murchi-
son, mainly obtained with secondary ion mass spectrometry, and 
discuss stellar sources of the grains. 

Discussion: In general, grains from KE3 and KFA1 formed 
in core-collapse supernovae [4, 5], while those from KFB1 and 
KFC1 formed in asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars [6]. How-
ever, detailed examination reveals differences between the sepa-
rates [7]. In order to evaluate those differences as well as simi-
larities, we divide the graphite grains into three populations 
based on their C isotopic ratios. Grains having 10 ≤ 12C/13C are 
categorized as Population I, those having 10 < 12C/13C < 200 as 
Population II, and those with ≥ 12C/13C as Population III. 

Population I. Grains of this population are enigmatic. Many 
of them have normal isotopic ratios except for their extreme C 
isotopic ratios. However, at least some of the population I grains 
from all four separates formed in supernovae, showing 18O ex-
cesses, 25Mg excesses, high inferred 26Al/27Al ratios, and 28Si ex-
cesses. 

Population II. Many of these grains from KE3 and KFA1 
formed in supernovae. A few KFB1 grains with 18O and 28Si ex-
cesses undoubtedly have a SN origin. In contrast, no KFC1 
grains show typical SN signatures such as 18O and 28Si excesses. 
Only one grain has 29,30Si excesses and Ca and Ti isotopic 
anomalies, showing a signature of neutron capture. It remains to 
be seen whether this grain formed in an AGB star or a supernova. 

Population III. Only few grains from KE3 and KFA1 belong 
to this population. The KE3 grains show the highest 18O/16O 
(0.37) and 26Al/27Al (0.13) ratios. In contrast, a few KFA1 grains 
have 18O excesses, with 18O/16O ratios much lower than those 
observed in the KFA1 grains from population II. Most grains 
from KFB1 and KFC1 are in population III. Grains with excesses 
of the neutron-rich Si isotopes are often found among KFB1 and 
KFC1 grains, but the 30Si excesses are much larger than the 29Si 
excesses, suggesting neutron capture. Although no KFB1 grains 
show 18O and/or 28Si excesses, two KFC1 grains show 18O and 
28Si excesses, respectively: among KFC1 grains, there are a few 
with a typical supernova signature, but there are none among 
KFB1 grains. 
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